Today, Thursday, September 2, 2021, version 3.41 of the Condition Assessment Information System (CAIS) was released. This release addresses the following enhancements.

**Project Detail - Link IU search window**

- This window now provides a fuzzy search of the **RSM Line Number**. A portion of the RSM Line Number may be entered to retrieve data or continue to use the entire RSM Line Number to search.

**IU Detail window**

- The **Return to List** button on this window now presents two options.
  - Return to IU List - Navigates to the IU List window.
  - Return to Asset List - Navigate to the Asset List window.

**Data field removal**

- The **Importance** data field on the IU Detail window has been removed from CAIS. This was a site managed pick list that was no longer being used.

**Legacy ZZ9999 Line Items**

- IU's containing a Legacy **RSM Line Number** of ZZ9999 can no longer be Archived. Trying to archive an IU with a ZZ9999 RSM Line Number will display the following message:
  - An IU with a ZZ9999 RSM Line number cannot be archived. A new Line Item should be created with a valid RSM Line Number and the ZZ9999 Line Item deleted.

**Adders – Site, Area, Asset, IU and Estimating**

- Percent signs were added to all the Cost Adders and Cumulative Adders windows to reflect that the values shown represent percentages. The Adder windows for the Estimating module have also been updated to add the percent sign.

**Ad Hoc Report Tool**

- The **Staged IU** Available Data Column on the IU level Ad Hoc now contains 3 values.
  - N – IU created through the IU Detail or the Upload.
  - Y – IU created through the Mobile IU module and not yet updated in CAIS.
  - M – IU created through the Mobile IU module and has been updated in CAIS.
System Documentation

- The CAIS User’s Guide has been updated to reflect the enhancements included in this release. This document can be obtained from the CAIS website at https://fims.doe.gov/caisinfo/doc.html.

If you have any questions related to these enhancements, please contact the FIMS/CAIS Help Desk at 410-482-0111 or via email at fims_cais_help@hq.doe.gov.